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ABSTRACT
Droplet evaporation is a fundamental phe-
nomenon encountered in diverse applications
such as inkjet printing, DNA mapping, film
coating, and electronics cooling. Modeling the
evaporation process of a sessile droplet is com-
plicated because of the coupling of several physi-
cal phenomena occurring in different phases and
various magnitudes such as the buoyant convec-
tion of the liquid in millimeter size droplets and
that of the surrounding air/water vapor mix-
ture, in the order of meters. In this study, the
theoretical framework presented previously for
the steadily fed droplets [Int J Therm Sci, 158
(2020) 106529] is extended to resolve the evapo-
ration of drying droplets with a pinned contact
line. Based on the quasi-steady-state assump-
tion, buoyant convection inside the droplet and
diffusive-convective transport of vapor in the
gas domain are modeled. As a test case, dry-

ing process of a water droplet with a 68◦ initial
contact angle on a heated substrate is simulated
and the predictions of the model are interpreted.

NOMENCLATURE

Symbols

n Unit normal vector
t Unit tangential vector

Greek Symbols

¯̄τ Stress tensor, Pa

Subscripts

a Air
s Droplet surface
surr Surroundings
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INTRODUCTION
Droplet evaporation has been extensively stud-
ied by the researchers due not only to the di-
versity of its applications but also its complex-
ity. Modeling of this multiphase problem is not
straightforward; therefore, past studies high-
lighted only restricted aspects of the problem.
There is an extensive body of literature regard-
ing droplet evaporation. Here we highlight sev-
eral of them.

Despite its small size, energy transport is not
restricted with the conduction in evaporating
droplets [1]. Consequently, convection mecha-
nisms should be taken into consideration. Out-
side the droplet, vapor diffusion is not the sole
transport mechanism, which necessitates the in-
clusion of the gas convection mechanisms (e.g.
gas buoyancy) [2, 3]. Substrate conductivity can
affect the internal flow by reversing the direction
of circulation [4]. Non-monotonic evaporation
distribution can lead to non-monotonic interfa-
cial temperature distribution for droplets with
buoyancy-driven internal convection [3, 5]. Ste-
fan flow of air substantially contributes to the
evaporation. Omission of it results in underes-
timated evaporation rates [6, 7].

The presence of thermocapillary flow in wa-
ter droplet is controversial in the literature
[8, 9]. Reason of the conflicting experimen-
tal results was attributed to the high sensi-
tive of water droplet surfaces to contamination
[10]. Thus, Marangoni flow do not always initi-
ate. However, buoyant forces are always present
and shape the velocity field inside the droplet.
Therefore, in this work, the effect of buoyancy
on the evaporation of drying sessile droplets is
investigated by developing a model that solves
full compressible Navier-Stokes equations by
utilizing temperature dependent thermophysi-

cal properties in both phases.

MODELING
Mass and energy transfer is inherently coupled
at the interface. Therefore, an iterative mod-
eling approach that is adopted by past studies
[3, 5, 11], is utilized. Quasi-steady-state succes-
sive simulations are carried out for droplets with
reducing contact angles to simulate the drying
stages of a sessile droplet. The connections be-
tween the droplets with reducing contact angle
are established by assigning the deformation ve-
locity at the interface.

The model is utilized to simulate an experiment
conducted in [12], where a pinned sessile droplet
placed on a flat heated hydrophilic substrate
evaporates into the air. Due to its small size,
droplet has a shape of spherical cap. An ax-
isymmetric modeling approach is adopted and
the corresponding problem domain is shown in
Figure 1. Gas volume is selected sufficiently
large to eliminate any boundary effect on the
problem.

Conservation equations for mass, linear momen-
tum, and energy are solved in both phases. Ad-
ditionally, vapor transport equation is solved
in the gas phase. The governing equations are
summarized below:

∇ · (ρu) = 0 (1a)

ρ(u · ∇)u = −∇p+∇ · ¯̄τ + ρg (1b)

ρcpu · ∇T = ∇ · (k∇T ) + ¯̄τ : ∇u (1c)

u · ∇cv = ∇ · (D∇cv) (1d)

Symmetry boundary conditions are applied at
the axis. At the far field, in the case of inflow,
constant ambient temperature and pressure val-
ues are assigned, while, in the case of outflow,
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Figure 1
Problem domain.

gradients of variables are assumed zero. Con-
stant wall temperature and no slip boundary
conditions are applied at the substrate.

At the liquid-vapor interface, mass and energy
balances are secured. Evaporative mass flux de-
termines the normal component of the interfa-
cial liquid velocity as follows:

(ul − us) · n = ṁ′′ev/ρ , (2)

Interfacial gas velocity is determined based on
the Stefan flow of air:

ug · n = −(D/ca)(∇ · n)ca , (3)

Tangential velocity is the same at the interface
for both phases. Evaporative mass flux is cal-
culated based on the diffusive and conductive
transfer of vapor at the interface:

ṁ′′ev = M [−D(∇ · n)cv + (ug · n)cv] , (4)

Although the majority of energy is transferred
by the evaporation at the interface, conduction
to gas and radiation to the ambient still con-
tributes to the interfacial energy transfer:

n · (−kl∇Tl) = ṁ′′evhfg − n · (−kg∇Tg)

+ σε(T 4
s − T 4

surr)
(5)

Governing equations are solved using Finite El-
ement Method based solver of COMSOL Mul-
tiphysics software. Embedded grid generator
of COMSOL is utilized to create the solution
mesh. Mesh independency of the solution is se-
cured by conducting mesh iterations.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Geometrical parameters and far field conditions
utilized in the simulation are summarized in
Table 1.

Table 1
Simulation Parameters

Droplet radius 1.44 mm
Initial contact angle 68◦

Radius of gas volume 250 mm
Height of gas volume 475 mm
Substrate temperature 35.4◦C
Ambient temperature 25.4◦C
Ambient pressure 1 atm
Far field relative humidity 0.475

Droplet lifetime is predicted as 636 s by the sim-
ulation. This duration was 638 s in the exper-
iment of Sobac and Brutin [12]. Consequently,
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the deviation is only 0.3%, suggesting the accu-
racy of the modeling.

Resultant outer flow of the gas and the temper-
ature distribution are shown in Figure 2, where
the droplet is not apparent because of its small
size with respect to the solution domain. It
should be noted that a vortex structure forms
near the substrate, which has a certain influence
on the evaporation rate of the droplet.

Figure 2
Gas temperature distribution and gas flow

field.

At the initial stages of the evaporation (e.g. at
relatively higher contact angles), a buoyancy in-
duced flow is observed. Heated liquid raises
along the centerline, during which it cools down.
Then the liquid turns and moves along the in-
terface, during which it gets warm. This cir-
culation forms a convection cell as shown in
Figure 3. Flow of the vapor stemming from the
interface is shown by white streamlines in the
same figure. The vapor gets away from the in-
terface under the influence of outer gas flow.

When the droplet becomes flatter (e.g. at rela-
tively smaller contact angles), radial flow be-
comes apparent as shown in Figure 4. This
mechanism is responsible for the well-known
coffee ring effect [13]. It arises in order to re-
plenish the liquid at the contact line, where the
evaporation rate is divergent due to thinning
film.

Figure 3
Temperature distributions and flow fields in
the droplet and near interface gas region at

θ = 68◦.

Figure 4
Temperature distributions and flow fields in
the droplet and near interface gas region at

θ = 20◦.

Distributions of the gas velocity magnitude are
shown in Figure 5 and Figure 6 for the contact
angles of 68◦ and 20◦, respectively. Bound-
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ary layer forms on the substrate due to no slip
boundary conditions. Near the contact line, jet-
like flow of the gas indicates the intensified evap-
oration rates. Above the interface, gas flow field
is shaped based on the interaction of outer flow
and Stefan flow. In the case at θ = 68◦, Stefan
flow is in the same orientation with the outer gas
flow. Hence, a smooth upward gas flow forms
near the interface.

Figure 5
Velocity magnitude distribution in the near

interface gas region at θ = 68◦.

In the case at θ = 20◦, Stefan flow opposes the
outer gas flow. As a result, a stagnation point
forms above the apex. It should be noted that
gas flow field is highly influential on the evap-
oration rates. Therefore, proper coupling of
the phases is a must in the modeling of droplet
evaporation. This the reason behind the under-
estimated evaporation rates predicted by early
studies [14].

To conclude, predictions of the model excel-
lently match with the experimental results in
terms of global evaporation parameters, e.g.
droplet lifetime. While buoyancy induced con-
vection governs the internal liquid flow at the
higher contact angles, radial flow is effective at

Figure 6
Velocity magnitude distribution in the near

interface gas region at θ = 20◦.

the smaller contact angles. Future work will
focus on the transition between these flow pat-
terns. Moreover, thermocapillarity will be in-
cluded into the model.
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